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A T-matrix based method of solution of the multiple scattering problem was presented by the authors
@J. Acoust Soc. Am.112, 2688–2701~2002!#. This method can be applied to the computation of
relatively small problems, since the number of operations required grows with the number of
spheresN asO(N3), and with the sixth power of the wave number. The use of iterative techniques
accelerated using the fast multipole method~FMM! can accelerate this solution, as presented by Koc
and Chew@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.103, 721–734~1998!# originally. In this study we present a method
that combines preconditioned Krylov subspace iterative techniques, FMM accelerated matrix vector
products, a novel FMM-based preconditioner, and fast translation techniques that enable us to
achieve an overall algorithm in which the cost of the matrix-vector multiplication grows withN as
O(N logN) and with the third power of the wave number. We discuss the convergence of the
iterative techniques, selection of the truncation number, errors in the solution, and other issues. The
results of the solution of test problems obtained with the method forN;102– 104 for different wave
numbers are presented. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1853017#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Fn Pages: 1744–1761
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I. INTRODUCTION

Problems of acoustic and electromagnetic wave pro
gation through a medium consisting of the carrier fluid
solid and inclusions in the form of solid particles, drople
and bubbles are of great practical and theoretical interest,
there are several approaches for the modeling of these.
approach is based on the development of continuum theo
that treat a large system as a single complex medium w
special properties that are obtained on the basis of spati
other types of averaging~e.g., see Nigmatulin, 1990; Ca
lisch et al., 1985!. This approach is validated against expe
ments and has many strengths, such as a relative simp
of the description, a clear relation to the physics, and
operation with quantities that can be measured. Howeve
with any theory, the continuum theories have some limits a
restrictions that follow from basic assumptions. For examp
the models normally are based on assumptions that the
dium is acoustically homogeneous~Gumerov et al., 1988;
Duraiswami and Prosperetti, 1995!. This means that the
wavelengths should be much larger than the character
size a and distanced between the particles (ka!1, kd!1,
wherek is the wave number!. While some assumptions ca
be relaxed, an accurate averaging procedure should take
account many real effects, and unavoidably introduces
sumptions that permit one to link the description of the p
cesses at the ‘‘microlevel’’ with the behavior of quantities
the ‘‘macrolevel.’’

Another approach is based on the direct computation
the acoustic field in the system at the level of particle siz
based on fundamental governing equations applicable a
‘‘microlevel.’’ While valid and free of many limitations of
the continuum theory, this approach is computationally ch
lenging. It is more or less obvious that there should be s
stantial efforts toward some theories that combine dir
1744 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 117 (4), Pt. 1, April 2005 0001-4966/2005/1
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computations, stochastic and continuum medium approac
extend their limits, and, in fact, this is not a purpose of th
paper. Here we are interested with a solution of some ‘‘int
mediate’’ class of problems, when, on the one hand, the n
ber of particles is large enough to make conclusions o
statistical nature, and, on the other hand, may be small c
pared to real systems.

The problems, which are out of the range of continuu
theories, are related to the acoustic wavelengths, which
comparable with the size of the particles. This may inclu
both ultrasound propagation in dispersed systems, or low
frequency sound propagation in some environment w
larger objects~e.g., fish!. In this case the number of scattere
in the system can be, say, several thousands. Since in
present paper we are solving the problem for the thr
dimensional~3D! Helmholtz equation, which also appears
electromagnetics, the method may also be applicable to
solution of problems in diffraction optics, x-ray scatterin
and so on. In many situations the scatterers can be assu
to be spherical, and the boundary conditions on the scatt
have a strong influence on the results.

There exist several approaches to the solution of
multiple scattering problems, and the T-matrix method a
its modifications are among these approaches~Waterman and
Truell, 1961; Peterson and Strom, 1974; Varadan a
Varadan, 1980; Wang and Chew, 1993; Mischenkoet al.,
1996; Koc and Chew, 1998! and recently in our pape
@Gumerov and Duraiswami, 2002; which in the sequel
will refer to as ~GD02!#. A solution of the problem for
spherical scatterers based on a multipole re-expansion t
nique was presented in~GD02!. This solution is based on a
representation of the scattered field for each sphere by a
ries of multipoles, the coefficients of which can be det
mined by applying the impedance boundary conditions c
17(4)/1744/18/$22.50 © 2005 Acoustical Society of America
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responding to each sphere. This was achieved using
expansion matrices, which enable one to find the expan
coefficients in a basis conveniently located at the center o
arbitrary scatterer. Since the series are infinite, we used t
cation to keep onlyp2 terms in the series, wherep is a
quantity termed the truncation number.

In ~GD02! the computational complexity for solution o
this problem forN scatterers isO(p6N3). While we found
that this method is reliable and fast for relatively smallN and
p, the solution of problems for a larger number of scatter
(N*103) or higher frequencies~since for convergencep
.ka) with this method is computationally intractable.

Such computations are also known as ‘‘brute-forc
method, and there exist several papers in electromagn
and acoustics that present algorithms of lower complex
For example, Wang and Chew~1993!, present a generalize
recursive aggregate T-matrix algorithm~RATMA !, with
complexity O(p2P4N) ~in our notation!, where P2 is the
number of harmonics to expand the field of the aggrega
scatterers. The latter quantity is related to the size of
computational domain,D0 , andP;kD0 . If we assume that
the volume fraction of scatterers is constant, and soD0

;N1/3a, and since the truncation numbers can be estima
as p;ka, we can see that actually the RATMA scales
O(p6N7/3). The RATMA does not improve the sixth powe
in the complexity dependence onp. That is why the compu-
tations with this algorithm can be performed only for lowp
~i.e., low ka). For example, Wang and Chew~1993! pre-
sented computations of electromagnetic scattering prob
for large enoughN56859, but for relatively lowkD0,10
~truncation numbers in these computationsp<3). In this
context we should note that the accuracy of computati
depends not only on the size of the domain or the size
scatterers (kD0 and ka), but also on the interparticle dis
tances,d/a. Even forka,1, truncation numbers can be, sa
p;15, for the relatively low accuracy of computations
1%, in the case that the scatterers are nearly touching~see the
discussion on truncation numbers later in this paper!.

Another, rather obvious, idea to improve the ‘‘brut
force’’ method is to use iterative methods for a solution
the linear system. IfNiter is the number of iterations to
achieve a required accuracy and each iteration requires
matrix-vector multiplication, which can be performed d
rectly for O(p4N2) operations, the total complexity of th
algorithm will be O(p4N2Niter). Comparing with the
RATMA, we can see that forNiter!p2N1/3, an iterative tech-
nique is faster.

A further improvement of the algorithm complexit
comes from the acceleration of the matrix-vector multiplic
tion. Currently two major techniques are known to redu
the complexity of solution fromO(N2) to O(N logN) or
O(N) ~if we assume that the truncation number does
depend onN!: the Fast Fourier Transform~FFT! and the Fast
Multipole Method~FMM!.

The FFT cannot be applied if the scatterers are not
cated in a regular grid. However, this can be fixed by us
translations from the scatterer locations to the regular g
which is an idea of the FMMFFT~Koc and Chew, 1998!. As
originally introduced, the FMMFFT utilizes the diagon
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 4, Pt. 1, April 2005 N
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forms of the translation operators and has complex
O(p4N1p2N logN). Recently some modifications of th
FMMFFT, such as the FFTM~Ong et al., 2004! appeared in
the literature, which utilize different translation methods~re-
cursively computed translation matrices! and have complex-
ity O(p4N logN).

The FMM was introduced in Greengard and Rokh
~1987! for solution of the Laplace equation in two and thr
dimensions. Later, this method was intensively studied
extended to a solution of many other problems. Sangani
Mo ~1996! applied it to multiparticle systems using the an
log of the T-matrix idea for the case of Laplace and Stok
interactions of multiple particles via the FMM.

In the original work, functions were represented via a
of expansion coefficients over a local or multipole basis. T
translation operators in this case appeared to be dense m
ces converting one set of the expansion coefficients to
other. If the number of expansion coefficients isp2, this
results inO(p4) translation complexity and inO(p4N) over-
all complexity of the algorithm ifp is the same for all the
levels of hierarchical space subdivision. In the case of
Laplace equation, this results in a fast enough algorith
However, for the Helmholtz equation for a given accura
the number of terms needed in the expansion grows with
largest length scale in the problem. Consequently, if we w
to use the method as is, then for the Helmholtz equat
instead ofp2 we should useP2, which is the number of
terms needed to represent the function at the coarsest l
For a uniform volume distribution of the scatterers with
constant volume fraction, we haveP;kD0;kaN1/3

;pN1/3, which results inO(p4N7/3) complexity. This is
slower thanO(p4N2) required for direct matrix-vector mul
tiplication, and so the FMM in its original form is not appl
cable to the scattering problem.

To reduce the cost of the FMM, an alternative functi
representation, via samples of the so-called ‘‘signature fu
tion’’ ~also called the Herglotz wave function!, was intro-
duced by Rokhlin~1993!. This representation gives rise t
the diagonal forms of the translation operators. The num
of samples is proportional to the number of harmonics
spectral representation, and here we can treat this quanti
p2. The diagonal forms provideO(p2) translation complex-
ity. If the original FMM using the diagonal forms is em
ployed for a solution of the Helmholtz equations, we shou
use P2 instead ofp2 that results inO(P2N)5O(p2N5/3)
complexity of the matrix-vector multiplication. As was sug
gested by Rokhlin, the way to overcome these large co
plexities in the FMM is to vary the size of the vectors re
resenting functions from level to level.

The algorithm of this type based on the diagonal for
of the translation operators with interpolation/anterpolat
procedures~MLFMA ! is presented in Chewet al. ~2001! and
used for the acoustic scattering problems by Koc and Ch
~1998!. If the interpolation/anterpolation procedures are p
formed with complexityO(M ) for O(M ) samples of the
signature function with the required accuracy, then a solut
of the Helmholtz equation can be obtained forO(p2N) op-
erations. The algorithm of Koc and Chew~1998!, however,
formally has complexityO(p4N), since it requires a conver
1745. A. Gumerov and R. Duraiswami: FMM for multiple scattering
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sion of the function representation from the set of multip
expansion coefficients to samples of the signature funct
and further accounting for near interactions is also estima
~by us! as O(p3N). Our computations show that for dens
systems a computation of the near interactions can be se
times more expensive than a computation of the farfield
teractions.

In fact, theO(p4N) conversion is not a necessary st
for the algorithm if it operates with the expansion coef
cients and uses matrix translation operators. The comple
of such nondiagonalized operations can be reduced toO(p3)
for p2 expansion coefficients using rotational–coaxial tra
lation decomposition, and this is sufficient to achie
O(p3N logN) overall complexity of the matrix-vector multi
plication for the volume distribution of scatterers. While th
fact is simple and we provide its proof in this paper, it see
to have been overlooked in the previous publications, wh
one can find statements that only the diagonal forms of
translation operators provide algorithms scaled asO(N) or
O(N logN) for the Helmholtz equation. The benefits of o
erating in the space of expansion coefficients also incl
stability of the translations, which does not requ
interpolation/anterpolation or spherical filtering procedu
that are necessary for the methods using diagonal forms
is an expensive part of it~Darve, 2000a; Chewet al., 2001!.
Another benefit is the stability of computations for the ca
of low ka and relatively largep.

While the paper of Koc and Chew~1998! presumably is
the first that uses a combination of the T-matrix method a
iterative techniques accelerated by the FMM and/or FFT
solution of acoustic scattering problems, several import
issues still remain to be worked out. First, the iterative te
niques presented in that paper are relatively standard,
their rate of convergence can be slow. As we found from
numerical experiments for systems of densely packed s
terers,Niter at sufficiently largeN may even grow asO(N),
which brings the total complexity of the FMM accelerat
methods toO(N2) or O(N2 logN). One of the ways to trea
this problem is to use properly designed preconditioners
this paper we introduce for the first time the flexible gen
alized minimal residual method~FGMRES! with a right
dense preconditioner, which can also be computed with
FMM/GMRES. Our results show that this can substantia
speed up the algorithm, and experimental data on the c
plexity fit complexitiesO(N11b) with low b. Second, we
establish botha priori error bounds and used ana posteriori
error check of the solution to see how the error depends
the relative scatterer locations and the truncation numb
used. Third, as it was presented, the T-matrix could be a
trary, but at the same time the application of the method
real problems of interest in computational acoustics was l
ited. In the present paper we apply the solution to proble
that have been studied extensively in acoustics, of mult
scattering from spheres. To solve this problem, we explo
the multipole solution for the boundary value problem f
spheres presented in~GD02! and used the explicit T matri
ces, which depend on the scatterer sizes, impedances
This allows one to model and investigate various parame
dependencies, and, move the method to the solution of
1746 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 4, Pt. 1, April 2005
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eral practical acoustical problems. Finally, we used a var
of the FMM operating with expansion coefficients onl
where the rectangularly truncated translation operators w
computed using fast recursive algorithms and decomp
tions ~Gumerov and Duraiswami, 2003!. Numerical experi-
ments show the performance and efficiency of our algorit
and support, that the matrix-vector multiplication is pe
formed withO(N) or O(N logN) complexity.

II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The problem considered is that in~GD02!, and is re-
peated here to establish the notation. Consider sound sca
ing by N spheres with radiia1 ,...,aN situated inR3. The
coordinates of the centers of the spheres are denoted arq8
5(xq8 ,yq8 ,zq8), q51,...,N. The scattering problem in the fre
quency domain is reduced to the solution of the Helmho
equation for complex potentialc~r !,

¹2c1k2c50, ~1!

with the following general impedance boundary conditio
on the surfaceSq of the qth sphere:

S ]c

]n
1 isqc D U

Sq

50, q51,...,N, ~2!

where k is the wave number andsq are complex admit-
tances, andi 5A21. In the particular case of sound-ha
surfaces (sq50) we have the Neumann boundary cond
tions,

]c/]nuSq
50, ~3!

and in the case of sound soft surfaces (sq5`) we have the
Dirichlet boundary conditions,

cuSq
50. ~4!

Usually the potential is represented in the form

c~r !5c in~r !1cscat~r !, ~5!

wherecscat(r ) is the potential of the scattered field. Far fro
the region occupied by spheres, the scattered field sh
satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition:

lim
r→`

r S ]cscat

]r
2 ikcscatD50. ~6!

We must determinec~r ! or cscat(r ) at anyr on the surface of
the spheres or outside them.

III. SOLUTION USING THE MULTIPOLE
RE-EXPANSION METHOD

A. T matrix for a single scatterer

We first solve the scattering problem~1!–~6! for a single
scatterer (N51) in an arbitrary incident field. We assum
that the incident field has no singularities in the domain
side the scatterer or on its boundary, and since it satisfies
Helmholtz equation it can be expanded near the center of
scatterer,rq8 (q51), in the form
N. A. Gumerov and R. Duraiswami: FMM for multiple scattering
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c in~r !5 (
n50

`

(
m52n

n

En
~q!mRn

m~rq!5E~q!"R~rq!,

rq5r2rq8 . ~7!

Here En
(q)m are the expansion coefficients of the potent

over the basis of the regular solutionsRn
m(r2rq8) of the

Helmholtz equation in the spherical coordinatesrq

5(r q ,uq ,wq) connected with the center of the sphere:

Rn
m~rq!5 j n~krq!Yn

m~uq ,wq!,

rq5r q~sinuq coswq ,sinuq sinwq ,cosuq!,

n50,1,..., m52n,...,n, ~8!

where j n(kr) are the spherical Bessel functions of the fi
kind andYn

m(u,w) are the orthonormal spherical harmonic

Yn
m~u,w!5~21!mA2n11

4p

~n2umu!!
~n1umu!!

Pn
umu~cosu!eimw,

n50,1,..., m52n,...,n, ~9!

wherePn
m(m) are the associated Legendre functions. Furth

for compactness of notation, we use the following abbrev
tion to denote the sum represented by the product of
vectors:A5$An

m% andB5$Bn
m%:

A"B5 (
n50

`

(
m52n

n

An
mBn

m , A5$An
m%, B5$Bn

m%. ~10!

The scattered fieldc (q)(r )5cscat(r ) can be represente
in the form

c~q!~r !5 (
n50

`

(
m52n

n

An
~q!mSn

m~rq!5A~q!"S~rq!. ~11!

Here An
(q)m are the expansion coefficients of the potent

over the basis of the singular atr5rq8 radiating solutions
Sn

m(r2rq8) of the Helmholtz equation:

Sn
m~rq!5hn~krq!Yn

m~uq ,wq!,

n50,1,..., m52n,...,n, ~12!

wherehn(kr) are the spherical Hankel functions of the fir
kind.

By ‘‘T matrix for scattererq’’ we mean the matrixT(q)

with elementsTnn8
(q)mm8 that relates the expansion coefficien

of the incident and scattered fields:

A~q!5T~q!E~q!,

S An
~q!m5 (

n50

`

(
m852n8

n8

Tnn8
~q!mm8En8

~q!m8 ,

n50,1,..., m52n,...,nD . ~13!

In general, the T matrix can be determined for a scattere
an arbitrary shape by a solution of the corresponding bou
ary value problem~1!–~6!. For the case of spheres, this s
lution can be obtained analytically, as shown in~GD02!.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 4, Pt. 1, April 2005 N
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Based on this solution, the T matrix for a spherical scatte
of radiusaq and complex admittancesq is a diagonal matrix
with elements

Tnn8
~q!mm852

j n8~kaq!1~sq /k! j n~kaq!

hn8~kaq!1~sq /k!hn~kaq!
dnn8dmm8 , ~14!

wheren, n850,1,...; m52n,...,n; andm852n8,...,n8.

B. Decomposition of the scattered field

Due to the linearity of the problem, the scattered fie
can be represented in the form

cscat~r !5 (
q51

N

c~q!~r !, ~15!

wherec (q)(r ) can loosely be thought of as the part of th
scattered field introduced by theqth sphere, though, o
course, it contains the influence of all the spheres. Each
tential cq(r ) is regular outside theqth sphere and satisfie
the Sommerfeld radiation condition, so that it can be rep
sented as prescribed by Eq.~11!. In the vicinity of theqth
scatterer we can write Eq.~15! as

cscat~r !5c~q!~r !1f~q!~r !,

f~q!~r !5 (
q8Þq

c~q8!~r !, q,q851,...,N. ~16!

The latter sum represents the functionf (q)(r ) that is regular
in the part of the domain occupied by theqth scatterer and so
can be represented as

f~q!~r !5B~q!"R~rq!, ~17!

where B(q)5$Bn
(q)m% is a vector of expansion coefficient

over the basis of regular spherical functions~8!. These coef-
ficients can be expressed via the coefficientsA(q8), q8
51,...,N, q8Þq for all the scatterers, except of theqth scat-
terer, as

B~q!5 (
q8Þq

~SuR!~rq8q
8 !A~q8!,

rq8q
8 5rq82rq8

8 , q,q851,...,N, ~18!

where (SuR)(rq8q
8 ) is the re-expansion matrix with elemen

(SuR)nn8
mm8 (rq8q

8 ) defined as the coefficients of expansion
the singular basis functions centered atrq8

8 over the regular
basis functions centered atrq8 ~see Gumerov and Du
raiswami, 2003!,

Sn8
m8~rq8!5 (

n50

`

(
m52n

n

~SuR!nn8
mm8~rq8q

8 !Rn
m~rq!,

q,q851,...,N, q8Þq. ~19!

Now, using Eqs.~5!, ~7!, ~16!, ~11!, and ~17!, we can
represent the total field near theqth scatterer in the form

c~r !5Eeff
~q!"R~rq!1A~q!"S~rq!, Eeff

~q!5E~q!1B~q!,
~20!
1747. A. Gumerov and R. Duraiswami: FMM for multiple scattering
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where we introduced the notationEeff
(q) for the expansion co-

efficients of the ‘‘effective’’ incident field near theqth scat-
terer. Indeed, the first equation~20! shows that the multiple
scattering problem is equivalent to a single scattering pr
lem for theqth scatterer placed in the field, which is a sup
position of the actual incident field and the fields scattered
the other scatterers. In this case the solution of the boun
value problem~1!–~6! for the qth scatterer is given by the T
matrix, which relates the expansion coefficientsA(q) andEeff

(q)

as prescribed by Eq.~13!. So we have

A~q!5T~q!~E~q!1B~q!!, q51,...,N. ~21!

Now we can see that the system of equations~18! and ~21!
with respect toA(q) andB(q) is closed, asT(q) andE(q) are
known ~given!. The coefficientsB(q) can be excluded to re
duce the size of the system:

~T~q!!21A~q!2 (
q8Þq

~SuR!~rq8q
8 !A~q8!5E~q!,

q51,...,N. ~22!

This system also can be represented as a single equatio

LA 5E, ~23!

where the vectors and matrices are stacked as

L5S ~T~1!!21 2~SuR!~r218 ! ¯ 2~SuR!~rN18 !

2~SuR!~r128 ! ~T~2!!21
¯ 2~SuR!~rN28 !

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

2~SuR!~r1N8 ! 2~SuR!~r2N8 ! ¯ ~T~N!!21

D ,

A5S A~1!

A~2!

¯

A~N!

D , E5S E~1!

E~2!

¯

E~N!

D . ~24!

This system can be solved by appropriately truncating
infinite vectors top2 coefficients (A(q)5$An

(q)m%, n50,...,p
21, m52n,...,n). The final linear system withNp2 un-
knowns is the same as in~GD02! @where Eq.~22! was mul-
tiplied by matrixT(q) for eachq#. ThereforeO(N3p6) opera-
tions are required for a direct solution of this system. Us
Eqs. ~15! and ~11! knowing all A(q) enables the determina
tion of cscat(r ) everywhere in space. For the surface valu
of the potential and its normal derivatives simpler expr
sions can be used@see~GD02!#.

IV. ITERATIVE METHODS

The first substantial reduction in complexity can
achieved by using iterative methods for solving the line
system. Assuming that each iteration involves one la
dense matrix-vector multiplication of complexityO(N2p4)
and that the iterative process converges to the required a
racy in Niter steps, we immediately obtain a computation
complexityO(NiterN

2p4) instead ofO(N3p6). For example,
if N;100, p;10, andNiter;10, the savings could be o
order 103 times. Of course convergence may be slow, but
long asNiter!Np2, the iterative procedure brings substant
savings. We note in this context that there exist meth
1748 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 4, Pt. 1, April 2005
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~e.g., based on Krylov subspaces! that guarantee that an ex
act solution will be achieved inNiter<Np2 in exact arithmet-
ics, while in practice the goal is to achieve this at mu
smallerNiter .

Treating the multiple scattering problem as the solut
of a dense linear system, we can employ different iterat
methods starting from simple iterations to various versio
of conjugate gradient, and Krylov subspace methods~see,
e.g., Saad, 2003!. Convergence of these methods can be i
proved by using well-designed preconditioners, block d
compositions, etc.

The description and analysis of the entire area of ite
tive techniques is beyond the scope of this paper, and
refer the interested reader to the textbooks~Kelly, 1995;
Saad, 2003!. The use of a preconditioning matrix plays a
important role, and the most efficient iterative schemes
used were based on the Flexible GMRES~FGMRES!, which
uses as the right preconditioner an approximate~GMRES!
inverse of a matrix that approximates the system matrixL
~24!. We describe details of this iterative technique in t
next section since it is related closely to the FMM-bas
matrix-vector product.

Any iteration method builds a sequence of approxim
tions to the solution

A0
~q! ,A1

~q! ,...; lim
j→`

A j
~q!5A~q!, q51,...,N, ~25!

whereA0
(q) is some initial guess, e.g.,

A0
~q!5T~q!E~q!, q51,...,N, ~26!

and stops when the convergence criterion is achieved.
convergence condition can be, e.g.,

max
q

iA j 11
~q! 2A j

~q!i,e, ~27!

wherei i is some norm to measure the distance between
vectors ~e.g., iAi5maxn,muAn

mu). Also, for each iteration it
involves a computation of matrix vector productLA j for a
given input vectorA j . Thus, the speed of an iterative metho
can be improved by reducing the number of iterations a
speeding up the embedded matrix vector products.

If we turn to the equation to be solved~23!, we can see
from Eq. ~24! that the matrixL can be decomposed as

L5T212~SuR!, ~28!

whereT21 is a diagonal matrix for spherical scatterers a
block-diagonal otherwise, and~SuR! is the matrix consisting
of the (SuR)(rqq8

8 ) blocks. Assuming that the productT21A
can be computed rapidly, we use the FMM to accelerate
computation ofB5~SuR!A, or

Bj
~q!5 (

q8Þq
~SuR!~rq8q

8 !A j
~q8! , q51,...,N, j 50,1,....

~29!

V. FAST MULTIPOLE METHOD

The second substantial speed up of the solution can
obtained by accelerating the matrix-vector product~23! in
the iterative methods via the multilevel Fast Multipo
N. A. Gumerov and R. Duraiswami: FMM for multiple scattering
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Method~FMM!. We refer the reader to details of the meth
in Greengard~1988! and for particulars of the method w
used~Gumerovet al., 2003!. Below we describe the metho
used for the multiple scattering problems.

A. Data structures

The FMM operates with the spatial data organized
octrees. This means that the computational domain is
cube, or box, of sizeD03D03D0 that encloses all the sca
terers. We assign level 0 to this cube. Further, the comp
tional domain is subdivided into eight smaller boxesD1

3D13D1 , each of sizeD150.5D0 . This is referred to as
level 1. Level 2 is obtained by the subdivision of boxes
level 1 by 8, and so on until some levell max, where there are
8l max boxes of sizeDl max

522lmaxD0. To each box we assign
some index (n,l ), n50,...,8l21, l 50,...,l max. Such a space
partitioning generates a hierarchical data structure w
‘‘parent–children’’ relationships, where any box of levell
50,...,l max21 can be considered as a ‘‘parent,’’ with 8 ch
dren boxes obtained by its subdivsion. Neighbors of a boB
are boxes at the same level, that share at least one boun
point with boxB. Boxes that are not adjacent to the boun
aries of the computational domain have 26 neighbors, wh
together with the box itself form the ‘‘neighborhood’’ of th
box.

In the multiple scattering problem we say that scattereq
belongs to box (n,l ) if the centerrq8 of the smallest sphere
enclosing the scatterer is located inside that box~for spheri-
cal scatters this sphere is simply its surface!. Any box may
intersect a scatterer, which does not belong to it~see Fig. 1!.
However, we require that the size of the smallest box~at the
maximum level of space partitioning! is determined as below
to ensure both the correctness of the FMM procedure
ensure the validity of the multipole re-expansions on the s
faces of neighboring scatterers. If the scatterersq and q8
belong to two different boxes at the finest level with indic
(nq ,l max) and (nq8 ,l max), which are not neighbors, then th
field scattered byq8 can be described by the local expansi
of type ~17! centered at the center of box (nq ,l max) in the
domain occupied by the sphere surrounding the scattereq.
The maximum distance from the center of box (nq8 ,l max) to

a point on the surface of scattererq8 is Dl max
A3/21amax,

where amax is the maximum possible size of the scatter
amax5max(a1,...,aN). The minimum possible distance from
the center of the box (nq8 ,l max) to a point on the surface o
theqth scatterer is then 3Dl max

/22amax. The requirement on
the validity of expansions will be satisfied if 3Dl max

/2

2amax.Dlmax
A3/21amax, which yields the following condi-

tion:

Dl max
.

4

32A3
amax'3.15amax,

l max, log2S 32A3

4

D0

amax
D . ~30!

Note that this condition also ensures that the farfield
expansion about the center of the box (nq ,l max) of the field
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scattered by scattererq is valid at any point on the surface o
the scattererq8.

A stronger limitation onl max follows from formal re-
quirements of the translation theory. Again, we can consi
two closest boxes (nq8 ,l max) and (nq ,l max), which are not
neighbors, and try to evaluate the effect of scattererq8 on q.
The multipole series representing the potential of the s
tererq8, whose center in the worst case is located at dista
Dl max

A3/2 from the center of the box (nq8 ,l max) should be
translated first to the center of this box, then to the cente
the box (nq ,l max), and finally to the center of scattererq with
a guarantee that the final local expansion is valid within
sphere of radiusamax. This can be provided if 2Dl max

.Dlmax
A3/21Dl max

A3/21amax, which is a condition that

spheres of radiiDl max
A3/2 andDl max

A3/21amax circumscrib-
ing the boxes (nq8 ,l max) and (nq ,l max), respectively, do not
intersect (2Dl max

is the distance between the box center!.
This condition can also be rewritten as

Dl max
.

1

22A3
amax'3.73amax,

l max, log2F ~22A3!
D0

amax
G . ~31!

A further limitation onl max should be imposed, since we us
truncated expansions. The truncation error is a function
the truncation number, which in turn depends on the dista
between the center of the domain of local expansion and
closest point on the sphere surrounding the box contain
the multipole,bl max

52Dlmax
2Dlmax

A3/2. The dimensionless
parameter,

dmin5bl max
/~Dl max

A3/21amax!.1, ~32!

FIG. 1. Illustration of space partitioning and data structure for multip
scattering problem. The minimal spheres enclosing each scatterer are s
~so an actual scatterer of arbitrary shape is located inside the sphere!. The
white sphere belongs to the black box. The gray spheres are its neigh
These are spheres which belong~in terms of their centers! to theE2 neigh-
borhood of the black box. The black spheres are the far spheres, they b
to theE3 neighborhood of the black box~the centers are located outside th
E2 neighborhood!. For a description of different neighborhoods see also F
2.
1749. A. Gumerov and R. Duraiswami: FMM for multiple scattering
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then plays an important role for a selection of the truncat
number~see the section below! (p→` for dmin→1). If this
parameter is specified, then we have the following modifi
tion for condition~31!:

Dl max
>

2dmin

42~11dmin!A3
amax,

l max< log2F42~11dmin!A3

2dmin

D0

amax
G , dmin.1. ~33!

It can be seen that in any casedmin,4/A321'1.31. Note
that in some test cases we found numerically that the a
rithm may continue to perform satisfactorily whenl max ex-
ceeds the value prescribed by conditions~30!–~33!.

B. Field decomposition

The field f (q)(r ) @see Eq.~17!# due to the potentials
centered at spheres other than theqth sphere can be decom
posed into two parts:

f~q!~r !5fnear
~q! ~r !1f far

~q!~r !, B~q!5Bnear
~q! 1Bfar

~q! ,
~34!

fnear
~q! ~r !5Bnear

~q! "R~rq!, f far
~q!~r !5Bfar

~q!"R~rq!,

wherefnear
(q) (r ) is the field potential centered at the sphe

that belong to the neighborhoodV (q) of the box containing
the qth sphere at levell max, f far

(q)(r ) is the field scattered by
the other spheres, andBnear

(q) and Bfar
(q) are the respective ex

pansion coefficients in the basisR(rq). According to Eq.
~18!, these coefficients can be written in the form

Bnear
~q! 5 (

rq8PV~q!, q8Þq

~SuR!~rq8q
8 !A~q8!,

Bfar
~q!5 (

rq8¹V~q!
~SuR!~rq8q

8 !A~q8!. ~35!

In the iterative algorithm, the coefficientsA(q) are
known from the previous iteration step, and the purpose i
determineB(q) for the next iteration step@see Eq.~29!#. As
there are not many scatterers in the neighborhood of theqth
sphere, the coefficientsBnear

(q) can be computed directly usin
the first equation in~35!. The major computational expens
comes from the second sum. To computeBfar

(q) we use the
FMM, as described in the next section. Based on a given
of coefficients$A(q)%, the FMM provides coefficientsD(q) of
the farfield expansion near the center of the box at the fin
level, containing theqth scatterer,r

*
(q) :

f far
~q!~r !5D~q!"R~r2r

*
~q!!, q51,...,N. ~36!

To getBfar
(q) , which are the coefficients for expansion abo

the center of theqth sphere we need to translate this expa
sion to the proper center. This can be done by using
local-to-local translation operator, or by applying the~RuR!
re-expansion matrix to coefficientsD(q):

Bfar
~q!5~RuR!~rq82r

*
~q!!D~q!, q51,...,N. ~37!

Here the~RuR! re-expansion matrix has entries (RuR)nn8
mm8

that are the expansion coefficients of the regular basis fu
1750 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 4, Pt. 1, April 2005
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tion over the same type of basis, whose center is shifted

Rn8
m8~r2r

*
~q!!5 (

n50

`

(
m52n

n

~RuR!nn8
mm8~rq82r

*
~q!!Rn

m~rq!,

q51,...,N, n850,1,..., m852n8,...,n8.

~38!

C. Details of the fast multipole method

In the FMM we introduce the following hierarchical do
mains, associated with each level of space subdivis
E1(n,l ), the set of points located inside box (n,l ); E2(n,l ),
the set of points located inside the neighborhood of b
(n,l ); E3(n,l ), the set of points located in the computation
domain, which are outside the neighborhood of box (n,l )
@this domain is complementary toE2(n,l )], andE4(n,l ), the
set of points located in domainE2„Parent(n),l 21…, but out-
side domainE2(n,l ). For boxes, whose parents are not a
jacent to the boundaries of the computational doma
E4(n,l ), consists of 189 boxes of levell. These domains are
shown in Fig. 2. We associate fieldsc j

(n,l )(r ) with every
domainEj (n,l ), j 51,...,4. These are fields scattered by
the spheres, which belong to the respective domains. We
associate truncation numbersp2 ,...,pl max

with each level of
subdivision l 52,...,l max. The selection of these truncatio
numbers is based on the error analysis and is discussed
The algorithm consists of two major parts. In the first part
set up the hierarchical data structure, based on the loca
and sizes of the scatterers. This step need be performed
once for a given scatterer configuration, and is not repea
during the iterative process. The second part consists of
upward pass and the downward pass, followed by the fi
summation step, which is described by Eqs.~35! and ~37!,
leads to a determination of the expansion coefficientsB(q),
q51,...,N.

FIG. 2. The domains used for the construction of a hierarchical re-expan
procedure in FMM~shown in projection to a plane!. A circle separates the
box for which domains are drawn.
N. A. Gumerov and R. Duraiswami: FMM for multiple scattering
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1. Upward pass

The purpose of the upward pass is to determine coe
cientsC(n,l ) of expansion for all functionsc1

(n,l )(r ) over the
bases of theS functions centered at the box centersr

*
(n,l ) :

c1
~n,l !~r !5C~n,l !"S~r2r

*
~n,l !!, l 52,...,l max,

;n, rq8PE1~n,l !, q51,...,N. ~39!

Here the length of the truncated coefficient vectorsC(n,l )

and, respectively, the basis functionsS(r2r
*
(n,l )) depends on

the level l and is of lengthpl
2. To build the coefficients we

apply the multipole-to-multipole, or the~SuS! translation op-
erator, which can be thought of as a rectangularly trunca

matrix with entries (SuS)nn8
mm8 , defined as re-expansion coe

ficients for theS functions:

Sn8
m8~r1t!5 (

n50

`

(
m52n

n

~SuS!nn8
mm8~ t!Sn

m~r !,

n850,1,..., m852n8,...,n8, ~40!

wheret is the translation vector determined by the locati
of the expansion centers. Note that for the Helmholtz eq
tion we have~SuS!~t!5~RuR!~t!.

d Step 1. For each scatterer determine the coefficients o
S expansion centered at the center of the boxr

*
(q)

5r
*
(n,l max) at the finest level, (n,l max), to which this scat-

terer belongs using the multipole-to-multipoleSuS trans-
lation of the coefficientsA(q) to the center of this box:

C̃~q!5~SuS!~r
*
~q!2rq8!A~q!, q51,...,N,

rq8 ,r
*
~q!PE1~n,l max!. ~41!

This step of the algorithm provides a representation
the scattered field for theqth scatterer~11! about the center
of the box to which it belongs:

c~q!~r !5A~q!"S~rq!5C̃~q!"S~r2r
*
~q!!. ~42!

Note that the length of truncated vectorsA(q) is p2,
while the length of the truncated vectorsC̃(q) is pl max

2 . These

lengths can be the same or different. We discuss this is
later.

Step 2. Consolidate all the expansions at the finest le
to obtain the expansion coefficientsC(n,l max) of functions
c1

(n,l max)(r ) over theS basis:

C~n,l max!5 (
r
*
~q!PE1~n,l max!

C̃~q!, r
*
~n,l max!5r

*
~q! . ~43!

Step 3. Forl 5 l max21,...,2, recursively obtain expansio
coefficientsC(n,l ) for all other functionsc1

(n,l )(r ) over theS
basis using the multipole-to-multipole translation operat
from the centers of children boxes containing the scatter

r
*
(n8,l 11) , to the center of their parent box,r

*
(n,l ) , and the

consolidation of the coefficients:
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C~n,l !5 (
n8PChildren~n,l !

~SuS!~r
*
~n,l !2r

*
~n8,l 11!!C~n8,l 11!.

~44!

Here Children(n,l ) denotes the set of children boxes f
box (n,l ). These boxes are of a smaller size than (n,l ) and
located at the levell 11.

2. Downward pass

The purpose of the downward pass is to determine
efficientsD(n,l ) of expansion for all functionsc3

(n,l )(r ) over
the bases of theR functions centered atr

*
(n,l ) :

c3
~n,l !~r !5D~n,l !"R~r2r

*
~n,l !!, l 52,...,l max,

;n, rq8PE1~n,l !, q51,...,N. ~45!

Here the length of truncated coefficient vectorsD(n,l ) and,
respectively, the basisR(r2r

*
(n,l )) depends on the levell and

is pl
2. To build them we apply the multipole-to-local an

local-to-local, or the~SuR! and ~RuR! translation operators
which can be thought of as square and rectangularly tr
cated matrices, respectively, since the~SuR! translation is ap-
plied for boxes at the same level, while the~RuR! translation
is used to translate coefficients from a lower level to a hig
level. In the process we also determine coefficientsD̃(n,l ) of
expansion for potentialc4

(n,l )(r ) over the local bases:

c4
~n,l !~r !5D̃~n,l !"R~r2r

*
~n,l !!, l 52,...,l max,

;n, rq8PE1~n,l !, q51,...,N. ~46!

We need to do this in terms of organization of the hierarc
cal procedure, which is based on the following property
the domainsE3(n,l ) andE4(n,l ) ~see Fig. 2!:

E3~n,l !5E3~n8,l 21!øE4~n,l !, n85Parent~n!.
~47!

This results in

c3
~n,l !~r !5c3

~n8,l 21!~r !1c4
~n,l !~r !, n85Parent~n!,

~48!

and enables recursion with respect to the levels of the oct

d Step 1.~This step and step 2 of the downward pass
performed recursively forl 52,...,l max.) Obtain coeffi-
cients D̃(n,l ) for all boxes containing the scatterers. W
obtain these coefficients by the multipole-to-local trans
tions of respective coefficientsC(n8,l ), followed by the
consolidation of the expansions:

D̃~n,l !5 (
r
*
~n8,l !PE4~n,l !

~SuR!~r
*
~n,l !2r

*
~n8,l !!C~n8,l !,

~49!
;n,n8, rq8PE1~n,l !, rq8

8 PE1~n8,l !, q,q851,...,N.

Step 2. At levell 52 we haveE3(n,2)5E4(n,2), which
results in D(n,2)5D̃(n,2). For levels l 53,...,l max we have,
from Eq. ~48!,

D~n,l !5~RuR!~r
*
~n,l !2r

*
~n8,l 21!!D~n8,l 21!1D̃~n,l !,
~50!
1751. A. Gumerov and R. Duraiswami: FMM for multiple scattering
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n85Parent~n!, l 52,...,l max, ;n, rq8PE1~n,l !,

q51,...,N.

3. Final summation

The final summation step results in a determination
the scattered field at the current iteration, since the dom
E3(n,l ) and E2(n,l ) are complementary. This step of th
usual FMM procedure is skipped here, since all we need
the expansion coefficients at the finest levelD(q)5D(n,l max),
rq8PE1(n,l max), q51,...,N. Equation~37! then provides co-
efficientsBfar

(q) .

D. Truncation numbers

To apply the algorithm we need to specify the truncat
numbersp for the coefficients$A(q)% and truncation number
p2 ,...,pl max

. Their selection depends on the acceptable e
of computations, which is determined by the rate of conv
gence of the series being truncated. Consider first the se
tion of p.

The series under consideration converge absolutely
uniformly only for p>ka. For relatively lowka (ka&10),
one can selectp as

p5@ka#1p0~ka,e,d!, p0>1, d5b/a>1, e.0,
~51!

wherep0 depends on the prescribed accuracye and the dis-
tanceb between the center of the scatterer and the clo
point on the surface of the closest scatter. While there
some theories for the expansion errors~e.g., Kocet al., 1999;
Darve, 2000b!, they usually deal with the error of expansio
of a single source. We suggest the evaluation ofp0 based on
error maps~or their approximations! obtained as a solution
of the scattering problem for two spheres placed in the fi
of the plane incident wave,c in(r )5eik"r. This problem can
be solved very rapidly based on direct matrix inversion
coaxial spheres~GD02!, where the parametersp0 , ka, andd
can be varied within the range under consideration, while
error of the solutione can be determineda posteriori, as the
error in boundary conditions.

Indeed, we note that since any radiating basis funct
satisfies the Helmholtz equation, the expansion trunca
with an arbitraryp will satisfy the Helmholtz equation an
radiation condition~6!. So the only equation that is not sa
isfied exactly by the approximate solution is the bound
condition ~2!. Once an approximate solution is compute
i.e., the expansion coefficients$A(q)% are found, we can com
pute the normal derivative on the surface for any scatte
using the differentiation theorem for the spherical basis fu
tions in an arbitrary direction specified by the unit vectorn
5(nx ,ny ,nz) ~Gumerov and Duraiswami, 2003!:

1

k
n"“Sn

m~r !5
1

2
~nx2 iny!@bn11

2m21Sn11
m11~r !2bn

mSn21
m11~r !#

1
1

2
~nx1 iny!@bn11

m21Sn11
m21~r !2bn

2mSn21
m21~r !#

1nz@an21
m Sn21

m ~r !2an
mSn11

m ~r !#, ~52!
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where the coefficientsan and bn are specified by Eqs.~62!
and ~63!. Therefore, as the truncated solution is comput
the left-hand side of Eq.~2! can be determined, and there a
no additional errors for derivative computation or appro
mation. If we sample the surface withM points, we can then
compute the following errors in boundary conditions:

em
~bc!5

M uDbc~ym!u

@(mucuSq
~ym!u2#1/2

, e~bc!5max
m

em
~bc! ,

~53!

Dbc~ym!5aqS ]c

]n
~ym!1 isqc~ym!U

Sq

D , m51,...,M .

Figure 3 illustrates dependenciesp0 (ka,e (bc),d) for two
fixed values ofd and a range ofka. The spheres are sound
hard,sq50, q51, 2. Here for each curvee (bc) is fixed (p0 is
not an integer due to interpolation!. e (bc) was computed ac-
cording to Eq.~53!, where each sphere was sampled w
181 equispaced points with respect to the spherical p
angle u. For the low-frequency region,ka&1 and e (bc)

*1024, we havep0;p00(e,d)1 log(ka), which in the semi-
logarithmic coordinates is a linear dependence. For hig
frequencies,ka@1, we havep0;(ka)n, where theoretically
n51/3 and that is pretty close to our computations. The
pendence ond in this range is rather weak~when d is not
very close to unity!, while for lower frequencies the trunca
tion number substantially depends on this parameter. Fig
4 illustrates dependenciesp0(ka,e (bc),d) for fixed ka51
and varyingd. It is seen that if the spheres are very close
each other~d;1!, the truncation number should be high
provide small errors. However, if it is sufficient to compute
solution with, say,;1% of relative error, these computation
can be achieved withp0;10, even when the spheres touc
each other.

FIG. 3. Dependences of the shift in the truncation number,p0 , defined by
Eq. ~51! on the dimensionless wave numberka for two sound-hard spheres
of equal size. The curves are computed to provide the errore (bc) in bound-
ary conditions shown near the curves. Two sets of curves marked by
filled and empty symbols correspond to different distances between
spheres~d51.5 andd52, respectively!.
N. A. Gumerov and R. Duraiswami: FMM for multiple scattering
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For larger ka the truncation number can be select
based on the high-frequency asymptotics of the spher
Bessel functions~e.g., see Chewet al., 2001!:

p5P~ka,e!5ka1
1

2 S 3 ln
1

e D 2/3

~ka!1/3. ~54!

In this equation the truncation number does not depend od,
while such a dependence can be introduced. Equation~54! is
qualitatively consistent with the behavior of the error o
served in computations whered is not very close to 1. To
relate it to the actual error observed for a solution of the t
sphere scattering problem one should relatee to e (bc), and
we found that for the range plotted in Fig. 3 one can see
;1022e (bc) to fit results forka.1.

Similar formulas can be applied for a computation of t
truncation numbers used in the FMM, in which case we n
to specify what we mean bya andd here. The parametera
can be selected as the radius of the smallest sphere tha
closes the box of levell plus amax andd formally is limited
by the valued,1.31 ~see the discussion onl max previously,
while a more accurate analysis is required here, since
‘‘worst case’’ analysis usually substantially overestimates
tual errors!. Since the size of this box isDl522 lD0 , one can
set

al522 l 2131/2D01amax, pl5P~kal ,e!. ~55!

In computations we used this formula for automatically s
ting the level-dependent truncation numbers with funct
P(ka,e) specified by Eq.~54!, wheree was some prescribe
error. In computations we also performed ana posteriori
actual error check using Eq.~53!, which is valid for an arbi-
trary number of spheres.

We note also that for the present problem, when
number of scatterers can be large, and so for fixedka and the
volume fraction of scatterers we haveD0;N1/3a, truncation
numberspl used in the FMM can be substantially larger th
p. In other words, if the wavelength is comparable with t

FIG. 4. Dependences of the shift in the truncation number,p0 , defined by
Eq. ~51! on the dimensionless parameterd characterizing the distance be
tween the spheres for two sound-hard spheres of equal size. The curv
computed to provide the errore (bc) in boundary conditions shown near th
curves.
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size of the scatterer, then the size of the computational
main is much larger than the wavelength for largeN.

We can note that in the case when the spheres are c
or may touch each other,p can be larger thanpl to provide
the required accuracy. To avoid unnecessary computation
this case, translations for the farfield expansions at the fin
level can be made to obtain onlypl max

2 terms, since terms o

degreen corresponding topl max
<n,p are due to the influ-

ence of close neighbors. Moreover, in computations of
near field, we can subdivide the set of neighbor spheres
two sets: those that are closer than some prescribedb* ~or
d* ), for which the interaction should be computed using
p2 terms, and the other neighbors, whose interactions w
the given sphere can be efficiently computed using onlypl max

2

terms. We found numerically that these tricks may bring s
stantial savings in computational time, while almost not
fecting the accuracy of the procedure.

E. Complexity estimates

In the FMM, translations occur between two subsequ
levels l and l 11 ~for the local-to-local or multipole-to-
multipole translations! or on the same levell ~for the
multipole-to-local translations!. Since the number of coeffi
cients representing the potential for each box at levell is pl

2

and pl 11
2 ;pl

2, we can estimate the complexity of a sing
translation associated with levell asO(pl

2n), wheren>1 is
some parameter, that we call the ‘‘translation exponent.’’ F
example, if the translation is performed by multiplication
the translation matrix by the vector of coefficients, the co
plexity of the translation will beO(pl

4), in which casen52.
To evaluate the number of operations required for

translations, we assume that the scatterers are distrib
more or less evenly in space, and so all 8l boxes at levell
contain some scatterers. The maximum number of tran
tions associated with any box at levell is finite ~8 multipole-
to-multipole translations in the upward pass, 8 local-to-lo
translations in the downward pass, and 189 multipole-
local translations in the downward pass!. This shows that the
translation cost associated with each box at levell is O(pl

2n)
~with a large asymptotic constant!. Therefore the total num-
ber of translations can be evaluated as

Ntrans5OS (
l 52

l max

pl
2n8l D . ~56!

From Eqs.~54! and ~55! we can majorate the depen
dence ofpl on l with function pl5bkD022 l , where b is
some constant. Substituting this into Eq.~56!, we obtain

Ntrans5~kD0!2nOS (
l 52

l max

2~322n!l D . ~57!

Three qualitatively different cases can be identified no
The first case,n,1.5, corresponds to ‘‘fast translations.’’ I
this case we haveNtrans;(kD0)2n2(322n) l max. Assuming that
D0;N1/3a, so kD0;N1/3ka;N1/3p and 23l max;N, we can
see thatNtrans;p2nN. So the algorithm scales asO(p2nN),
with p taken for the truncation of coefficients$A(q)% @see
Eqs.~51! and~54!#. The second case,n51.5, corresponds to

are
1753. A. Gumerov and R. Duraiswami: FMM for multiple scattering
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the ‘‘critically fast translations,’’ and this value ofn can be
called a ‘‘critical translation exponent.’’ We have then, usi
the same assumptions as for the first case,Ntrans

;(kD0)3l max;p3N logN, or complexity O(p3N logN). Fi-
nally, we have the case of ‘‘slow translations,’’n.1.5. Here
Ntrans;(kD0)2n;p2nN2n/3. So the FMM in this case scale
asO(p2nN2n/3), or superlinearly withN, 2n/3.1. It is inter-
esting to note that in the first case the major number of tra
lation operations are performed at the finest level of sp
partitioning l max, in the second case the number of ope
tions for each level is approximately the same, while in
third case the major complexity comes from operations at
coarsest levell 52. So two competing effects, the reductio
of the number of boxes, and an increase of the trunca
numbers compensate each other in the ‘‘critical’’ case.
provide an algorithm that scales asO(N logN), one should
use at least anO(p3) translation method.

Note that the theoretically minimum translation exp
nent isn51 ~one operation per one expansion coefficien!.
This value is also ‘‘critical’’ for two-dimensional problems
and for three-dimensional problems, where the scatterers
distributed over some surface. The later case also applie
the boundary element methods. For these cases to hav
O(N logN) complexity FMM algorithm with a variable trun
cation number, one should employ the theoretically fas
translation methods.

Finally, we note that the total complexity of the metho
consists of the complexity of translations plus complexity
generation of function representations for each box at
finest level, the complexity of evaluation of function repr
sentations, and the final summation. In the present pape
procedures have complexityO(p3). Taking into account tha
such operations should be performed for each point, the t
complexity of the present algorithm will beNoper5O(p3N)
1O(p3N logN)5O(p3N logN).

In the paper of Koc and Chew~1998!, the diagonal
forms of the translation operators obtained by Rokh
~1993! are used. Formally, the complexity of these trans
tion methods can be evaluated asO(p2), while their imple-
mentation requires additional procedures, such as interp
tion and anterpolation~e.g., see Darve, 2000a; Chewet al.,
2001!, or the filtering of spherical harmonics. These proc
dures can be much more expensive than the translation i
@e.g.,K-point Lagrange interpolation, the complexity can
evaluated asKp2, and forK;p this results inO(p3) com-
plexity#, while they can be efficient for higher frequencies.
any case, if we assume that the complexity of the transla
method isO(p2) ~n51! we obtainNtrans;O(p2N). How-
ever, higher complexity comes from the initial and final ste
of the algorithm. To use the diagonal forms we need to c
vert the representation based on expansion coefficient
that based on samples of the signature function over
sphere. A bandlimited function withp2 coefficients can be
represented byO(p2) samples, and the conversion of on
representation to the other using a direct integral evalua
~as did Koc and Chew! requiresO(p4) operations. The sam
relates to the final evaluation step, where we should con
function representation from the samples of the signa
function to the expansion coefficients. So the total compl
1754 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 4, Pt. 1, April 2005
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ity of the Koc and Chew algorithm can be evaluated
O(p4N)1O(p2N)5O(p4N). There may be some possibil
ties to improve the complexity of the Koc and Chew alg
rithm, e.g., if a fast Legendre transform were available~an
item of current research!. We note that formally the com
plexities of the Koc and Chew method and the pres
method are the same forp; logN, while, in practice, the
quality of implementation, which influences the asympto
constants, can reduce the execution time of the algori
several times and factors of type logN in the range ofN
considered in this paper are unimportant, except from a
oretical point of view.

F. Translation method

For the present class of problemsO(p3)-translation
methods based on the use of the re-expansion matrices
be employed, as they provide a transparent link to the co
ficients of the expansions.

The translation method based on a direct computation
the re-expansion matrices~EuF!~t!, where~EuF! can be any
combination of lettersS andR, followed by their multiplica-
tion by the vectors of expansion coefficients has complex
O(p4). This is the lowest complexity that one can expe
even using recursive procedures for the computation of
trix elements, since the matrix is dense. To achieveO(p3)
complexity, we used a translation method based on
rotation-coaxial translation decomposition of an arbitra
translation operators:

~EuF!~ t!5Rot21S t

t D ~EuF!~ t !RotS t

t D ,

t5utu, E,F5S,R, ~58!

whereRot(t/t) is the rotation transform matrix, which en
ables one to obtain the expansion coefficients in the re
ence frame rotated by such way that thez axis of the new
reference frame is directed as the unit vectort/t, (EuF)(t)
denotes the coaxial translation matrix that performs tran
tion along thez axis for distancet and Rot21(t/t) is the
backward rotation, which brings the reference frame to
initial orientation. Each of these operations can be perform
with complexityO(p3) using a recursive computation of th
matrix elements~Gumerov and Duraiswami, 2003!. So, e.g.,
for the ~SuR! translation of some vectorC, we first produce
C̃5Rot(t/t)C, then C85(SuR)(t)C̃, and finally Ĉ
5Rot21(t/t)C8 for the expense ofO(p3) operations, op-
posed toO(p4) operations if we use straightforward mult
plication Ĉ5~SuR!~t!C.

1. Rotation transform

In general, an arbitrary rotation transform can be spe
fied by three angles of rotation, e.g., the Euler angles,aE ,
bE , gE , or anglesa, b, g related to the Euler angles asa
5p2aE , b5bE , andg5gE , which are more convenient
since they are related to the spherical angles (u t ,w t) of the
unit vector t/t5(sinut coswt ,sinut sinwt ,cosut) as b5u t

anda5w t ~see Fig. 5!. The rotation transform of the expan
sion coefficients is a function of the rotation matr
Q(a,b,g). The inverse rotation transform is the same fun
N. A. Gumerov and R. Duraiswami: FMM for multiple scattering
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tion from the inverse rotation matrixQ21(a,b,g)
5QT(a,b,g)5Q(g,b,a), so we can describe only the fo
ward rotation, since the inverse rotation can be obtained s
ply by exchanging anglesa andg.

Rotation of the truncated vectorC with components

$Cn
m8% can be performed according to the following formu

C̃n
m85e2 im8g (

m52n

n

Hn
m8m~b!eimaCn

m , n50,1,...,p21,

m852n,...,n. ~59!

HereHn
m8m(b) are the entries of a real dense matrix that c

be computed recursively~Gumerov and Duraiswami, 2003!:

Hn21
m8,m115

1

bn
m H 1

2
@bn

2m821~12cosb!Hn
m811,m

2bn
m821~11cosb!Hn

m821,m#

2an21
m8 sinbHn

m8mJ ,

~60!
n52,3,..., m852n11,...,n21, m50,...,n22,

starting with the initial values

Hn
m80~b!5~21!m8A~n2um8u!!

~n1um8u!!
Pn

um8u~cosb!,

n50,1,..., m852n,...,n. ~61!

The coefficientsan
m and bn

m of the recurrence relation~60!
are

an
m5HA~n111umu!~n112umu!

~2n11!~2n13!
, n>umu,

0, umu.n,

~62!

bn
m55

A~n2m21!~n2m!

~2n21!~2n11!
, 0<m<n,

2A~n2m21!~n2m!

~2n21!~2n11!
, 2n<m,0,

0, umu.n.

~63!

The amount of the recursive computations can be redu
using the symmetry relations:

FIG. 5. An illustration of rotation specified by anglesa, b, andg. Anglesb
anda are the spherical polar angles of the translation vectort.
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Hn
mm8~b!5Hn

m8m~b!5Hn
2m8,2m~b!,

n50,1,..., m8,m52n,...,n. ~64!

So computations of the general rotation can be or
nized as follows. First we compute all rotation coefficien

Hn
m8m(b). This requiresO(p3) operations. Then we perform

the multiplication Dn
m5eimaCn

m , n50,1,...,p21, m5
2n,...,n. This can be treated as multiplication of vectorC
by a diagonal matrix and requiresO(p2) operations. Then
for each subspace of degreen we perform multiplication of
the dense (2n11)3(2n11) matrix with the entries

Hn
m8m(b) by vectorD, and this totals inO(p3) operations for

all subspaces and produces the vectorG. The last step is
multiplication of this vector by the diagonal matrix, to pro

duce the final result:C̃n
m85e2 im8gGn

m8 , n50,1,...,p21, m8
52n,...,n. This takesO(p2) operations.

We note that the decomposition can be simplified
settingg50, since the rotations with anglesa andb align the
new z axis with directiont/t, while the latter rotation does
not change this direction~see Fig. 5!. So the forward trans-
form can be performed with the rotation matrixQ(w t ,u t,0)
(a5w t , b5u t , g50! and the inverse withQ(0,u t ,w t).

2. Coaxial translation

Coaxial translations, or translations along thez axis, can
also be performed with lower complexity than the gene
translation, since each subspace of orderm is invariant with
respect to this type of translation. So ifĈ5(EuF)(t)C, we
have

Ĉn8
m

5 (
n5umu

p21

~EuF !n8n
m

~ t !Cn
m ,

m50,61,...,6„min~p,p8!21…,

n850,1,...,p821, E,F5S,R. ~65!

Here (EuF)n8n
m are the entries of matrix (EuF)(t), which is

truncated rectangularly, since it applies to vectorC of total
lengthp2 and produces a vectorĈ of total length (p8)2. This
is due to the algorithm, where the truncation number m
change from level to level. Since the truncation numbersp8
and p are of the same order, the total complexity of t
matrix-vector multiplication~65! is O(p3) for a given trans-
lation matrix. All entries of this matrix can be compute
recursively for an expense ofO(p3) operations using the
following recursions~Gumerov and Duraiswami, 2003!:

To advance with respect to the ordern at fixedm>0:

an
m~EuF !n8,n11

m
5an21

m ~EuF !n8,n21
m

2an8
m

~EuF !n811,n
m

1an821
m

~EuF !n821,n
m ,

~66!
n5m,m11,..., E,F5S,R,

with thea’s given by Eq.~62!. For advancement with respec
to m:

bm11
2m21~EuF !n8,m11

m11
5bn8

2m21
~EuF !n821,m

m

2bn811
m

~EuF !n811,m
m ,
~67!
1755. A. Gumerov and R. Duraiswami: FMM for multiple scattering
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n85m11,m12,..., E,F5S,R,

with theb’s given by Eq.~63!. The recursive procedure star
with the initial values

~SuR!n80
0

~ t !5~21!n8A2n811hn8~kt!,

~RuR!n80
0

~ t !5~21!n8A2n811 j n8~kt!. ~68!

For the Helmholtz equation we have (SuS)n8n
m (t)

5(RuR)n8n
m (t), and so only the latter coefficients need

computed. We also note that computational savings can
achieved using the following symmetries of the coax
translation coefficients:

~EuF !n8n
m

5~EuF !n8n
2m

5~EuF !n8n
umu

5~21!n1n8~EuF !nn8
m ,

E,F5S,R. ~69!

G. Use of the FMM for preconditioning in the GMRES

Our computations show that the plain~without precon-
ditioning! GMRES slows down substantially at largerN and
for relatively high volume fractions of the spheres~in this
case the number of iterations increases proportionally toN!.
If Niter5O(N) then a method that requiresO(N logN) per
matrix-vector multiplication will requireO(N2 logN) opera-
tions to solve the problem. We found that this drawback c
be fixed in many cases by the use of properly designed
conditioners. The GMRES with the right precondition
M21 solves the problem

LM 21~MA !5E, ~70!

which is formally equivalent to the original problem~23! for
arbitrary invertible matrixM . If solution of the system
MA 5F for an arbitrary inputF can be obtained faster tha
solution of the original systemLA 5F, and M is a good
approximation ofL ~M'L !, then one can expect a substa
tial reduction in the number of iterations.

The FMM provides a good tool for building a precond
tioner ~for the discussion of preconditioning see Kelly, 199
Saad, 2003!. The preconditioners that can be constructed
based on decompositions of the dense~SuR! matrix in Eq.
~28!:

~SuR!5~SuR!near1~SuR! far , M sparse5T212~SuR!near,

Mdense5T212~SuR! far , ~71!

where (SuR)near is a sparse matrix, which includes only in
teractions between the scatterers located in the same n
borhood~say at the maximum level of space subdivisio!,
and (SuR) far is the matrix, which includes farfield interac
tions. This decomposition, in fact, is decomposition~35! in
terms of the resulting vectorB. The matrix-vector products
M sparseA or MdenseA involving preconditionersM sparse and
Mdensethen can be computed faster thanLA , since only part
of the FMM operations are needed to perform the compu
tions. At first look, it seems that it is more reasonable to
M sparseas the preconditioner, since presumably matrix-vec
multiplication in this case should be cheaper. However, th
are two reasons, both working in the same direction, why
use ofMdensemay make more sense.
1756 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 4, Pt. 1, April 2005
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The first reason is based on the efficiency of the prec
ditioner in terms of the process convergence. Despite the
that the distance between the neighbor scatterers is sm
and the interaction between any pair of neighbors is stron
than between the remote particles, the number of neighb
is also substantially smaller. Since this interaction decays
r 21, while the number of particles in the farfield increases
r 3 ~for a uniform distribution! the effect of the farfield on the
given scatterer dominates for larger domain sizes and a la
number of scatterers. Most computational work then is
iterate the solution for a proper determination of the farfie
and that is what the unpreconditioned method does.

The second reason is a feature of the FMM that appe
to have been used for the first time here. It is based on
efficiency of the preconditioner in terms of the speed
matrix-vector multiplication. It may seem paradoxical but
the FMM as described above the computation of (SuR) farA
can be much faster than the computation of (SuR)nearA. This
happens due to limitations of type~31! on the maximum
level of space subdivision and takes place for a relativ
high volume fraction of scatterers@for low volume fractions
(SuR)nearA can be computed faster#. Indeed if l max is small
enough, then the most computational work is spent for dir
computations of matrix-vector productsBnear5(SuR)nearA
@for l max51 we have (SuR)near5(SuR) and need to multiply
the matrix by vector directly for costO(N2)]. An increase of
l max reduces the number of direct matrix-vector produc
while increasing the total number of translations. There e
some optimuml max

opt , where the costs of translations and d
rect computations is balanced. It appears that for high v
ume fractions of scatterersl max

(opt). l max, wherel max is limited
by condition ~31! ~we checked this numerically for som
spatially uniform random distributions of the scatterers!, and
so the use ofMdenseis preferable.

Finally, we note that we computed the matrix-vect
productA5M21F by solvingMA 5F using the unprecondi-
tioned GMRES, which introduced an internal iteration loo
As a convergence criterion for this internal process we
posed the error of iteration much larger than the error for
external loop~this is possible, since the preconditioner c
be computed roughly!. This type of iterative scheme pro
duces poor results if a regular GMRES is used, due to
nonlinear dependence ofA on F in this process. It is also
well known that this drawback can be fixed by the use
flexible GMRES, which we do. For details refer to Sa
~1993!.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Test problems computed

The multiple scattering problem even with spheric
scatterers is a multiparametric problem with many degree
freedom. In the tests we selected a few typical types of s
tial distributions: uniformly random, periodic~spheres in a
grid!, randomly periodic, where some random pattern is
peated several times in a cubic mesh, and uniformly rand
with some limitations on the interparticle distances~e.g., that
the ratio of the minimum distance between the sphere cen
to the sphere radius,dmin /a, is some prescribed number!. The
N. A. Gumerov and R. Duraiswami: FMM for multiple scattering
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latter type of distribution enables computations with hi
accuracy~which depends ondmin /a, as discussed above!. We
also performed computations for monodisperse~all spheres
of the same size! and polydisperse systems~see Fig. 6!. In
the latter case the radii of the spheres were distributed
tween someamin and amax ~we used uniformly random dis
tributions, while other situations are possible, depending o
particular physical problem!. The number of spheres wa
varied in rangeN5@10,10 000#. This also depends onka,
which was varied in range 0.1,ka,5, and the volume frac-
tion of the spheres in the computational domain,a:

a5
4pNa3

3D0
3

, a35 (
q51

N

aq
3. ~72!

For largerka and smallera we used smaller numberN to
stay within the rangekD0,100, according to the equation

kD05S 4pN

3a D 1/3

ka. ~73!

Potentially largerkD0’s are possible; however, some loss
precision was observed at largerkD0 , which may be related
to the number of bits representing float numbers and
growth of the cut-off errors.

We also varied the boundary admittancessq of the scat-
terers. Despite the fact that the procedure allows comp
tions with differentsq’s for each scatterer, we did not con
duct systematic tests of this case and in all computations
assumed that all admittances are the samesq5s, q
51,...,N.

B. Field visualization

Once computations of the expansion coefficients$A(q)%
are performed, the problem is how to determine the surf
and spatial distributions of the potential and the surface
tributions of its normal derivative. A computation of the su
face distributions is a relatively easy task, since we h
~GD02!,

cuSq
5

1

ikaq
2 (

n50

p21

(
m52n

n An
~q!mYn

m~uq ,wq!

k jn8~kaq!1 isqj n~kaq!
, ~74!

]c

]nU
Sq

52
sq

kaq
2 (

n50

p21

(
m52n

n An
~q!mYn

m~uq ,wq!

k jn8~kaq!1 isqj n~kaq!

52 isqcuSq
. ~75!

FIG. 6. Examples of distributions ofN spheres used in computations: pe
odic, randomly periodic, and random.
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An example of surface potential visualization for the case
100 spheres is shown in Fig. 7.

A computation of the potential atM spatial locationsym ,
m51,...,M can be a computationally more expensive ta
than the solution of the problem itself, if this is performed
a straightforward way. The spatial visualization, howev
can be performed as fast as the solution and with the s
accuracy, if the FMM is applied to this task. Two maj
modifications of the algorithm are needed in this case. F
we separate the set ofN scatterer centers from the set ofM
evaluation points. The octree-based space partitioning is
plied to the new data structure. As soon as the expan
coefficientsA(q), q51,...,N are known, the upward pass the
is the same as for solution of the scattering problem, while
the downward pass the process goes over the hierarchy o
evaluation points@see the separation of data hierarchies d
cussed in Gumerovet al., ~2003!#. At the end of the down-
ward pass we obtain the expansion coefficientsD(n,l max) for
each target box~the box containing the evaluation points!.
Then, as the final summation step, we compute the pote
for all evaluation points as

c~ym!5c in~ym!1D~n,l max!"R~ym2r
*
~n,l max!!

1 (
rq8PE2~n,l max!

A~q!"S~ym2rq8!,

;ymPE1~n,l max!, m51,...,M . ~76!

Here the first term on the right-hand side is the known p
tential of the incident field at the receiver locations, the s
ond term is the potential of the field scattered by the scat
ers located outside the neighborhood of the target box,
the third term is a field scattered by the scatterers locate
the neighborhood of the receiver and found by direct eva
ation. The complexity of this procedure for theO(p3) trans-
lation method is of typeO„(N1M )logN… if the samel max is
used for the space imaging method as for the solution of
problem. If there are many imaging points in a target b
finer space partitioning can be used to reduce the comple
and the optimum number of levels can be found experim
tally or based on some theory applicable for the FM
~Gumerovet al., 2003!.

Figure 8 illustrates the ‘‘speckle patterns’’ on the ima
plane shown in Fig. 7 by blue dots. The solution is obtain
using the FMM both for an accelerated iterative solution

FIG. 7. Examples of the computation of the surface potential for 1
spheres exposed to a plane wave directed as shown by the arrows.
1757. A. Gumerov and R. Duraiswami: FMM for multiple scattering
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the linear system and for imaging of the field as describ
The images are computed for monochromatic fields of
ferent frequencies. These pictures are frames of a movie
animates the wave propagation in time, by plotti
Re$c(r )e2 ivt% for different t. A similar figure~Fig. 9! illus-
trates the ‘‘speckle patterns’’ for the case of 10 000 eq
spheres (a51) with centers that are randomly distribute
inside a cube 80380380 (dmin52.5).

C. A posteriori error evaluation

For these tests we used Eq.~51! to obtain the truncation
number where we variedp0 , and Eqs.~54! and ~55! for the
FMM procedure, wheree was specified to be the same as f
the convergence of the iterative process. After the itera
process~GMRES! was terminated, we computed the pote
tial at M sampling points according to Eq.~74! and the rela-
tive errors in boundary conditions using~53!. The spheres
were distributed randomly inside a cubic box with the
striction that the distance between the sphere centers exc
some prescribeddmin . Test were made for the incident wav
c in(r )5eik"r.

An example of the computed surface error is shown
Fig. 10. This figure illustrates the behavior ofucuuSq

(ym) and
Dbc(ym) for M53200 sampling points allocated on the su
faces of 100 equal size sound-hard spheres forp511 (ka
51, kD0'30, s50, a50.042, dmin /a53, l max53, e
510210). It is seen that the maximum absolute error of co
putations in this case is less than 1024, while the average
error of computations is of the order of 1026.

The parameterdmin /a has a substantial effect on the a
curacy. Figure 11 illustrates this effect for the same setti
as for 10, where the truncation number anddmin /a were var-
ied. The relative errore (bc) defined by Eq.~53!, that also can

FIG. 8. Speckle patterns on the imaging plane computed using the FMM
scattering of plane waves of different wavelengths from 100 scatterers~the
geometry and the imaging plane are shown in Fig. 7!.

FIG. 9. Speckle patterns on the imaging plane computed using the FMM
scattering of plane waves of different wavelength from 10 000 sphere
sizea51 randomly distributed inside a cube 80380380. The image plane
is located atz582 ~assuming that the computational domain is betweez
521 andz581 and the plane wave propagates in the positive directio!.
1758 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 4, Pt. 1, April 2005
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be assigned as the relative error in the ‘‘infinity’’ normL` , is
much larger~about one order of magnitude! than the average
or L2-norm error,e2

(bc) , defined as

e2
~bc!5

1

M H (
m51

M

@em
~bc!#2J 1/2

, ~77!

with em
(bc) specified in Eq.~53!. It is seen that even for the

case when the spheres may touch (dmin /a52), computations
can be performed with relatively small truncation numbers
an accuracye (bc) of the order of a few percent is acceptab
~that might be sufficient for comparisons with experimen
field imaging, etc.!. For computations with high precision
the truncation numbers should be increased, which may s
stantially slow down the computation process. One of
methods to treat this drawback is to introduce truncat
numberspq for each scatterer,q51,...,N, which should de-
pend on the distance from theqth sphere to its closest neigh
bor sphere. In the present study, however, we did not perf

or

or
of

FIG. 10. The modulus of the potential and the absolute error in bound
conditions obtaineda posteriorias functions on the surface node index. T
surface of each of 100 spheres was sampled by 32 points.

FIG. 11. Dependencies of the relative errors in the infinite~solid lines! and
quadratic~dashed lines! norms on the truncation numberp for the same
parameters as shown in Fig. 10. The errors are computed for random d
butions with different ratiosdmin /a shown near the curves.
N. A. Gumerov and R. Duraiswami: FMM for multiple scattering
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modifications, since our goal was to develop and test
base algorithm.

D. Convergence

Several factors may affect the rate of convergence of
iterative method and more or less a complete study invo
the investigation of the multiparametric space. In the pres
tests we usually fixed all parameters for the case and va
one or two parameters to see their effect on the converge
rate and accuracy of computations. Figure 12 shows the
fect of the frequency on the convergence of unprecon
tioned GMRES. For the case illustrated, 200 equal s
sound-hard spheres with random distribution of their cen
were generated as described above (dmin /a52.3). The trun-
cation numbers were selected according to Eq.~51! with a
constantp0510 for all cases, while the FMM truncatio
numbers were determined according to Eq.~54! with e
51024. It is seen that in this case the number of iterations
achieve specified accuracy increases withka. An a poste-
riori error check for the boundary conditions at 6400 poi
shows that for this case the errore (bc) defined by Eq.~53!
does not exceed 531023 for all cases, whilee2

(bc) defined by
Eq. ~77! is about 1 order of magnitude smaller. We found th
the iteration process for higher frequencies (ka*5, kD0

*100) diverges, and special methods for treatment of hig
frequencies are required. Several methods can be tried in
case, such as using preconditioners based on high-frequ
asymptotic expansions of the system matrix, and some re
ation methods, where, e.g., the impedance of the spheres,
can be gradually adjusted during the iteration process.
deed, we did some preliminary computations with fixedka
54 and varyings and found that, say fors/k;0.1, the
number of iterations to achieve the same accuracy drops
factor of 2.

Properly designed preconditioners can substantially
duce the computation time to obtain a solution of specifi
accuracy. Some results of the use of GMRES and FGMR
with the right dense preconditionerMdense@see Eq.~71!# is
shown in Table I. This table shows computational results

FIG. 12. Convergence of the unpreconditioned GMRES at different dim
sionless wave numberska shown near the curves.
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10 000 sound hard spheres of equal size with a rando
periodic distribution~blocks of 80 spheres with random dis
tribution of centers,dmin /a52, a50.2, were repeated 12
times to occupy a larger cube!. Here D0 /a560 and ka
50.5, l max54, e51024, p57, and the CPU time was mea
sured for 3.2 MHz dual Intel Xeon processor~3.5 GB RAM,
25% CPU resource allocation for a task!. The table shows
that the number of iterations for the external loop can
drastically reduced due to the use of a preconditioner. T
price to pay for this is the internal iterative loop, which us
also GMRES to obtain a solution of the equationMdenseA
5F. However, for the present case matrix-vector multiplic
tion MdenseA was seven times faster than performing mu
plication LA ~both using the FMM!. This resulted in a de-
crease of the overall computational time. A solution
equationMdenseA5F can be performed with much less acc
racy, epre ~shown in the first column of the table!, than the
accuracy required for the external iterative process. This
be a subject for optimization, since the increase of the ac
racy for internal iterations reduces the number of exter
iterations and increases the number of the internal iteratio
We also need to mention that the efficiency of preconditio
ers depend on several other parameters, including wave n
ber, number of scatterers, surface admittance, volume f
tion, etc.~See Table I!

E. Performance study

To determine the dependence of the CPU time requ
for a solution of the problem, and to check the consistency
the actual results with the theoretical predictions, we c
ducted a performance study. All computations were made
double precision complex arithmetic on a desktop PC~3.2
MHz dual Intel Xeon processor, 3.5 GB RAM, 25% CP
resource allocated for a task!. As a test distribution we used
randomly periodic distributions of equal size sound ha
spheres~blocks of 80 spheres with random distribution
centers,dmin /a52, were repeatedm3 times to occupy a
larger cube,m51,...,5; an example form52, N5640 is
shown in Fig. 6!. Since the volume fraction and the wav
number in the tests were fixed~a50.2,ka50.5) the increase
in the number of spheres also means the increase of the
of the computational domain@see Eq.~73!#.

We found that to reduce the CPU time for the pres
case, one should select the computational domain size la
than the size of the box, which encloses all the spheres.
size of the computational domain can be determined ba
on l max according Eq.~33! as

-

TABLE I. Performance of the FMM accelerated GMRES/FGMRES.N
510 000. Number of complex unknowns52.253106.

Preconditioner
No. external

iterations
No. internal

iterations
CPU time

~s!

No preconditioner 58 0 8340
Right dense,epre50.1 11 87 3460
Right dense,epre50.01 10 165 4525
1759. A. Gumerov and R. Duraiswami: FMM for multiple scattering
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D05
2dmin

42~11dmin!A3
2l maxamax. ~78!

Setting herel max52,3,..., we can determine a discrete set
D0 . For computations we selected the minimum ofD0 from
this set, which encloses all the spheres. Althoughdmin here
should be larger than 1, we found with thea posteriorierror
check thatdmin51 provides stable and accurate results in t
case. Note that for performance tests we accepted rela
errorse (bc) of about 2%~the errorse2

(bc) were one order of
magnitude smaller!. To provide this order of errors we se
e51024 for the global iteration convergence, while the err
for the preconditioner was set toepre50.2. In all computa-
tions we used a truncation number ofp515. This substan-
tially exceedspl max

;8, and the choice ofp was dictated by a
desire to compute accurately the case of touching sphe
Since the excessive valuep515 is due only to the influence
of the neighbor spheres, for each sphere we took the co
bution of the neighbors withd/a,1.3 into harmonics of de-
green58,...,15, while we neglected the effect of other sc
terers on these harmonics~see the discussion at the end
Sec. V D!. An a posteriorierror check showed that the rela
tive errors specified above were achieved.

Figure 13 shows the measurements of the CPU time
various operations of the algorithm based on the FGMR
with a right preconditioner. It is seen that the computat
time scales almost linearly for a single matrix-vector mu
plication in the internal or external loop using the FMM
This agrees well with the theoretical predictions of comple
ity O(N logN). Due to the growth of the number of iteration
both in the internal and external loops withN, the total CPU
time scales asO(N1.25). This shows that some average num
ber of internal–external iterations,Niter , is proportional in
the present case toN0.25 or so. As it was discussed prev
ously, an optimum can be sought by varyingepre, and pos-

FIG. 13. Dependences of the CPU time~Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz, 3.5 Gb RAM!
on the number of scatterers (ka50.5, p515, e51024) for randomly-
periodic distribution of sound-hard spheres of equal size~see Fig. 6!. The
triangles and squares show the CPU time required for matrix-vector m
plication using the FMM for the preconditioner and full matrix, respective
The disks show the total CPU time for the execution of the algorithm. T
lines show the interpolation of data.
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sibly, e, to perform better, while we kept these parameters
the illustration case fixed. Note that for largeN and unprec-
onditioned GMRES we found that the number of iteratio
Niter grows proportionally toN for N*2000, which substan-
tially reduces the efficiency of the algorithm.

It is also noteworthy that even forN580 the size of the
complex system matrixL is Np23Np2518 000318 000,
which would require several hours to solve the problem
rectly, while the present method requires only 10 s for t
operation. We also found that a solution of this problem
ing GMRES without preconditioners and the FMM fo
matrix-vector multiplication takes about 75 s of CPU tim
for the same machine. Cases with largerN were not even
computable due to memory limitations.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed and tested a procedure for a solu
of the acoustic scattering problems for the case of clus
consisting of a relatively large number of spherical scatter
of various radii and impedances arbitrarily located in thre
dimensional space. This procedure uses a multipole
expansion technique, the fast multipole method, and itera
algorithms, such as GMRES with possible precondition
and is accelerated utilizing the FMM. We developed a
tested a technique fora posteriorierror control, investigated
convergence, and performance of the method in a cer
range of parameters and found that this technique can b
efficient, accurate, and powerful tool for solution of su
multiple scattering problems.

While the method is developed and tested for spher
scatterers, it can be naturally extended for the computatio
scattering from objects of an arbitrary shape, as soon as t
matrices for the single scatterers are known analytically
precomputed numerically. Several research issues for fur
improvement of the method remain open, e.g., the prob
of computations for very high frequencies or large dom
sizes,kD0*100.
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